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Summary

The underground is a vast region, which is, too a large extent, unused by man. II lias a. large
potential as a storage facility duo to its vaslness and availability.

This thesis, which consists of eleven papers and reports, deals with nuclear waste repositories
in solid rock and with aquifer thermal energy storage systems. All these storage systems induce
multidimensional, time-variable thermo-h.ydro-ela.sl.ic processes in the ground in and around the
storage region. The pallia] differential equations that govern the physical processes are solved
analytically in some cases, and in other cases numerical models are developed. Many methods of
classical mathematical physics are employed for the solution. The analytical approach provides
a. d(«per physical understanding of the processes and their interactions.

At. large depths, the salinity of ground water, and hence its density, often increases down-
wards. In the first study, the upward buoyancy flow of groundwa.ler in fracture planes due to
heat release from the nuclear waste is studied considering the added effect of a salt gradient.
The aim of (lie study is to determine the natural barrier effect caused by the salt. A simple
formula, for the largest upward displacement from the repository is derived. There may be a
strong natural barrier, which is independent of fracture permeabilities.

In two papers, the temperature field in rock due to a large? rectangular grid of heat-releasing
canisters containing nuclear waste is studied. The solution is by superposition divided into
different parts. There is a global temperature field due to the large rectangular canister area,
while a. local field accounts for the remaining heat, source problem. A complete analytical solution
is presented

In the next set of papers, the thertnoelastic. response from the* rectangular field of nuclear
waste is analysed. An analytical solution for any rectangular heat .source! in a semi-infinite
iiKxIium is derived. The thermoelastic problem for the i(x:ta.ngular heat source in an infinite
surrounding is solved exactly. An important step is the introduction of so-called qiiadrantal
heat sources. The solution for the rectangle is obtained from four quadrantal solutions. The
condition of zero normal and shear stresses at the ground surface is fulfilled by using a. minor heal
source and a. boundary solution. The boundary solution accounts for the residual normal stress
at the ground surface. Using a Hertzian potential, a surprisingly simple solution is obtained.
The analytical solution is applied to the Swedish KBS-3 concept to determine the complete
three-dimensional stress and strain fields at any time during the first, thousand years. Regions
of largest tensile stress are identified.

Another study concerns the use of heal as a tracer to investigate flow in a. fracture plane.
One result is that a. commonly used two-dimensional, analytical solution cannot describe the
complete process in the fracture plane and surrounding rock.

Two papers deal with the thermohydraiilic evaluations of two aquifer thermal energy storage
projects in Southern Sweden. Both plants have brain successfully simulated using models based
on conformal flow and entropy conservation techniques. In the last paper, the conformal flow
technique is presented together with the very useful thermal front tracking model.
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Introduction to the thesis

This thesis consists of cloven papers and reports listed in the contents. (All papers and reports
will be referred to as papers for simplicity.) Eight papers concern nuclear waste; repositories and
three concern aquifer thermal energy storage. A brief introduction to the topics covered, and a.
short description of each paper is given below.

The underground as a storage facility

The underground or subsurface, that is the soil and rock masses below the ground surface,
is a vast region, which is, too a large extent, unused by man. The; underground has a. large
potential as a. storage facility due to its vastness and availability. It may bo used for large-scale
interscasonal heal, storage. The heat may be stored in water in large rock caverns. Another
possibility is to use solid rook perforated by boreholes for heal, injection and extraction. A
third possibility is to use groundwatcr regions, i.e. aquifers, where llio groundwater acts as a.
heat carrier. Another important application of current interest is storage or final deposition of
nuclear waste dee]) down in solid rock. Here, the aim is to isolate the dangerous waste from the
biosphere.

Modelling of thermo-hydro-elastic processes

This thesis deals with nuclear waste repositories in solid rock and with aquifer thermal energy
storage; systems (ATRS). The nuclear waste releases considerable amounts of heal. All these
storage systems induce multidimensional, lime-variable thermal processes in the ground in and
around the storage region. Croundwater (lows, in aquifers and in crack systems around a.
repository, due to regional water gradients, pumping, and thermal buoyancy are key processes
to bo mastered as well as possible. The heating of the rock induces strain and stresses that, are
of importance for the crack systems and, hence, for the groundwater flow around the repository.
Then; are in these storage; systems thermal, hydraulic and elastic processes which arc; more or
less coupled to each other.

This thesis ele;als in pa.rtic.ular with three physical processes coiinccicd with the; use e>f the
underground as a storage; facility for nuclear waste; and for thermal energy. The; partial dif-
ferential equations are; solve*] analytically in some cases, and in other cases numerical models
are; developed. All studies are; made with a. particular application in view. Many methods e>f
classical mathematical physics are employed in the; solving process. The analytical approach
prejviele î a. ekn;pe;r physie;al umle;rstatKHng *)f the; pre>e:e;sse;s a.nd the;ir int.e;ractie)ns.

Those models are; used to understand, analyse and quantify the processes and their interac-
tions in order t.e> be; able; te) answer various questions. Exa.mple;s of such questions are: What is
the; heal loss from the aquifer store; under different ge;e>le>gie;al circumstances and modes of op-
cralion? What are the largest tensile stresses in and around a repository for spent nuclear fuel
and how are; they affected by the size ami the spacing e>f the canisters? What, is the temperature
distribution in the; ground after injection e)f heat into an aquifer?

Storage of nuclear waste

The spent fuel from nuclear power plants must be stored for generations before it is considered
to be safe. In Sweden different met hods have been considered fe>r final deposition e>f the; nuclear
waste. In the KBS-3 concept adopted by the Swedish nuclear power companies, the nuclear
waste; is to be; stored in bedrock deep below the ground surface. The; distance to the ground
surface is 500 metres. The overlaying rock acts as a natural protective barrier.
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The nuclear waste from t he twelve; Swedish reactors in operation until 2010 will be scaled in
about 6000 eopper canisters and then stored along parallel tunnels in solid rock deep below the
ground surface;. The tunnels cover a large rectangular area. See Figure 1. The; canisters emit
heal in a, known way due to radioactive decay.
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Figure 1. Tunnels and rectangular grid of canisters according to tlio KDS-3 concept. The right-hand
figure shows an internal part with tunnels ami canisters in greater detail {I, = IS s» 500 in, I) ss 6 in,
D' «'2-1 in).

The emitted heat warms the rock and ca.uses thermal expansion which in turn induce a.
tlierinoelastic. stress (ield. The rock mass serves as a protective barrier for the nuclear waste.
In the worst-ca.se scenario, groundwater may transport nuclear waste all the way from damaged
canisters to the biosphere. Groundwater How requires an open fracture and crack system. The
stress and strain fields are therefore of main interest, since they inlluence crack closure, opening,
formation and widths. It is also of importance to study the buoyancy How of groundwater in
crack systems. In this case tin; buoyancy How is indiicwl by the heat emission from lite repository,
causing warm groundwater to rise.

Another proposed concept for final deposition of nuclear waste is to use very deep boreholes
in rock. Th<; boreholes extend down to a. depth oM kin, and the canisters are stacked along the
lower 2 km of the borehole; so that, the uppermost: canister is 2 km from the ground surface. At
those depths groundwater has a. certain salt content,. The salinity increases with depth. Then
the water density increases downwards. The idea is to use this density increase as a natural
barrier that prevents or counteracts this water from moving upwards. An important question
to be answered is how does this affect the buoyancy flow? Is there a strong barrier?

ft is important to know how much the rock will be warmed by the nuclear waste and how
large the thermal load is on Hie rock. Important questions to be answered are: What is the
maximum temperature in the ground, and particularly at. the canisters? Where do the largest
tensile and compressive stresses occur? What, is the largest, upward displacement caused by
thermal buoyancy flow in the presence ofasa.lt gradient? The extreme values of the temperatures
and stresses are needed for proper design of canisters, canister spacings, tunnel spacings, etc.

Storage of heat in aquifers

Heal, can be stored in underground, water-saturated geological formations with good water
permeability, so-called aquifers. Typically, an aquifer consists of chalk, limestone, sandstone, or
sand. The ground water in the aquifer is easily accessed through a number of boreholes (wells)
that penetrate the a-quifer. When storing heat, the ground water acts as a. heat, carrier, and
the heat store is the aquifer itself consisting of rock, loose; sediment, and groundwater. The
surrounding (impermeable) ground insulates the aquifer, reducing heat, losses.
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Uoa.1. ca.n be; sf.e>red on a seasonal basis (seasonal storage) for example from summer t.o winter,
but it can also be stored for shorter periods for example from night to day (diurnal storage).
In seasonal storage the idea, is to inject warm water during the summer, when there is a. large
surplus of (cheap) energy, and then t.o extract, the water later on in the winter when the energy
is needed for space; heating. The heat source may be surface; water of a river or lake, or surplus
waste heat from some industrial process like a cooling plant.

The simplest, configuration in theory and practice consists of two wells. One well is called
'warm' and the other is called 'cold', Figure '2. During t he cooling mode in summer and autumn,
gronndwater is extracted from the cold well, heated via, a heat, pump or heal exchanger and then
re-injected into the warm well. The reverse process occurs during the healing mode in winter.
Groundwaler is pumped up from the warm well and heat, is extracted using a. heat pump, a. heat
exchanger or both depending on the temperature of the groundwater. After heat, extraction the
groundwater is injected into the cold well. A region of warm water will build up around the
warm well and a region of cold water will build up around the cold well.

HEATING MODE

Cold water
down

"*: : - AQUIFER

Warm water
up

Cold region

COLD SIDE

Warm region

WARM SIDE COLD SIDE

COOLING MODE

Injected
heat

Cold water
up
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well

ftp-
* -
• » •

Thermal fronts

: AQUIFER 2

Warm
well

Cold region Warm region

WARM SIDE

Figure 2. An aquifer thermal energy .storage system consisting of two wells. Warm water is stored
around tho warm well and cold water around the cold well. 'Hie direction of movement of the thermal
fronts during heating and cooling modes is markixl by small arrows.

The interfaces between the regions of warm, or cold, water, and the ambient water in the
aquifer are called thermal fronts. The thermal fronts move in the aquifer, driven by conveclive
forces primarily due to pumping. The position of the warm and cold fronts are important when
assessing the range of the thermohydraulic process in the aquifer.

Heal is mainly lost due to heat, conduction. The losses are to the upper and lower confining
layers (vertical heat conduction), and to the colder surrounding regions of the aquifer (horizontal
heal, conduction). Other mechanisms that cause thermal degradation or heat loss are thermal
dispersion, buoyancy How, and structural inhomogeneities in the aquifer.

The objective of modelling Ihermohydraulic systems such a.s ATTCS plants is to obtain a
reliable! tool that can be used with confidence for design and evaluation purposes and forecasting.
The first, step in this process is the development of tltermoliydraulic models that describe the
energy system consisting of aquifer layer, surrounding ground, and wells. Questions to be;
answered are: How much heat, is rce:e>ver(xl ami at what temperature? IIe>w ele>es the water (lew



and how is heat, transferred in the aquifer? Is Hie buoyancy flow at the thermal front negligible?
An important slop in the development, of models is validation. The modds are validated

against ATES plants in operation. Tlio validation is an ongoing process. New lessons are learned
with every new validation making the model more reliable. When the model is validated it can bo
used to evaluate ATES plants in operation. In the evaluation process the model can be used for
forecasting. Forecast ing can help in decision-making regarding the day today operation strategy
of the plant, and more importantly can be used to foresee problems. Another important aspect
of the model is that it, can bo used as an engineering tool which can be used in design stages of
an ATES system. Here, the model cannot be verified for the particular application but. it has
to rely on previous experiences gained in the de;ve;lopme;nt-valielatie>n-e;va.luation ol other similar
ATES plants. This interactive experience helps to increase; the knowledge and understanding of
aquifer thermal energy storage.

Paper I. Coupled salt and thermal buoyancy

Nuclear waste produce's he;al that will induce an iipwarel buoyancy How of ground water in frac-
tures and either permeable regions in the surrounding rock. Measurements in very deep boreholes
have shown that, the salt content. e>f grounelwator increases with depth. The corresponding in-
crease in water density e:ounte;ra.ct,s the thermal buoyancy, and it. may create a. natural barrier
for tlie grounelwator How between the repositeiry and the biosphere-. The? idea, of the repository
concept using very de;e;p bore;hole;s is te> l,a.ke advantage e>f this natural ba,rrie;r.

The aim e>f the study in Pa.per I is t.e> analyse the saline barrier effect and to assess the extent
e>f upward displacement. of water starting from the vicinity of the repository. The coupled How
process fe>r groundwater, salt and heat with buoyancy due? to differences in temperature ami salt,
concentration is stuelied. This paper is a continuation of the work done in [1] whore the heal,
source was an instantaneous point heat source only.

The heal, emission from the stacked canisters may be approximated by a line heal source.
In this second study a line heat source is considered The; equations have been analysed in groat
detail, and a. numerical model has brain developed for the case of groundwater (lew in a. fracture
or cra.c"k plane;.

The largest upward displacement from the repository has been determined with the; model
for any he;a(. release. Approximate formulas, which are; shown to be; sufficiently accurate; for
assessments, have; be*e;n de;rive;d.

Tli<! main formula concerns (lie; case, when the canisters are; st,ac:ke;<i on top of each oilier in
a very de;op borehole;. In the worst-case scenario the; borehole lie's directly in the vertical fracture
plane. In a reference case, there; is a strong barrier effect. The; largest upward displacement, at
any time, from the; top of the; canisters is less than 60 metres. The case;, when the; fractured rock
is consielered a«s a homogeneous pe)rous medium, is also dealt with. The; groundwater flow is
then three-dimensional. Also in this case a. .simple; formula for I.lie largest, upward displacement,
is ele;rive;d. The largest displacement for the reference case is 67 in. The; barrier effect is strong
in this case also.

The; parameters that ele) not enter into the; formulas are; noteworthy. The hydraulic conduc-
tivity of the How plane, whic:h is the most uncertain of all parameters, docs not, matter in the
balance between thermal buoyancy and counteracting salt buoyaiiery. The position of the; frac-
ture plane, which is the; other main uncertainty, is arbitrary. The formulas are; valid as an upper
estimate for the; upwarel displacement at any time for any fracture pla.no with any hydraulic
conductivity or for any homogeneous porous medium. We; have the remarkable conclusion that
there should be; a strong barrier effect for any fracture system.
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Papers II and III. Global and local temperature fields

The KBS-3 concept wil.h canisters in a large rectangular region is shown in Figure 1. The
temperature field induced by the grid of heat-emitling canisters in rock deep below the ground
surface is studied in Paper II. The solution is by superposition divided into different parts.
There is a global temperature field due to the large rectangular canister area, while a local field
accounts for the remaining heat source problem. Two characteristic results for KBS-3 data are
shown in Figure 3.

500 1000
t (years)

10

Figure 3. Loft: The global temperature at the centre of the repository without, the local influence of the
canisters and the undisturbed ground temperature. Right,: Tin; temperature field in tlie vertical x;-plani:
around a canister 50 years after deposition. The cylindrical canister is at the centre of (.lie figure enclosed
by t,hc 57°C isotherm. The; maximum surface temperature of the canister is 58°C

The global temperature field is reduced to a single integral involving the time-dependent
heat release from the canisters. The local temperature field is also solved analytically using
solutions for a finite line heat source and for an iulinite grid of point sources. The local solution is
reduced to three parts, each of which depends on two spatial coordinates only. The temperatures
at the envelope of a canister are given by the global and local solutions. The local part is here
represented by a single thermal resistance, which is given by an explicit formula.

Paper III is a sequel to Paper II. In Paper III the local solution, applied to the KBS-3 rock
repository, is discussed in detail. The local solution consists of three parts corresponding to line
heat sources along tunnels, point, heat sources along a tunnel and a line heal source along a
canister. These pa.rts are illustrated in dimension less form.

The total temperature field is calculated for the KBS-3 case. The temperature field is
calculated using a heat release that is valid for the first, 10,000 years after deposition.

Papers IV-VII. Thermoelastic stress due to a rectangular heat source in a
semi-infinite medium

The 6000 heat-emitting canisters lie evenly spaced over a large rectangular area, Figure 1. This
heal, source is approximated by an evenly distributed heal, source over the rectangle. The heal
release per unit area is i/(l) (W/m2). The thernioelastic response due to this time-dependent
rectangular heat, source in a. semi-infinite medium is studied. At the ground surface, z = II in
Figure A, the three stress components (Txz, (Txjl and a,~ are zero.
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The solution for I.ho time-dependent heal, source is obtained from the corresponding instanta-
neous heal, source by a Duhamel superposition. The thennoelastic problem for the instantaneous
rectangular heal, source in an infinite surrounding is solved exactly. An iinportanl, step is the
introduction of so-called <|uadrantal heal sources. The solution for the rectangle is obtained
from four quadrantal .solutions. The solution for the quadraul.al heat source depends on the
three diiricnsioulcss coordinate« only. Time occurs in the scale factors only.

Figure 4. Thermoolasl.ic problem wil.li a tinie-dopeiidonl, rod angular heat, sourco piano.

The condition of zero normal and shear stresse« at, the ground surface is fui filled by using
a. mirror heat source and a. boundary solution. The boundary solution accounts for the residual
normal stress at, the ground surface. Using a Hertzian potential, a surprisingly simple solution
is obtained after lengthy and intricate calculations.

The final analytical solution is quite tractable, considering the complexity of the initial
problem. The solution is quite useful in the analysis of the temporal development and the
behaviour of stresses in particular regions (repository area, borders, corners, ground surface
and far away). Sec- Figure 5. The solution may also be used to test numerical models for
coupled thermoela.stic processes. It may also be used in more detailed numerical simulations of
the process near the heal, sources a« boundary conditions to account for the three-dimensional
global process.

Paper V is a presentation of the analytical solution. Paper VI presents a more concise and
improved version of the solution in Paper IV. The displacement potential and its variation in
time are obtained in a more; direct way. In Paper VII, the analytical solution is applied to
the Swedish KTV5-3 concept. The; stress field is calculated at different times in vertical and
horizontal planes for KBS-3 data. The principal stresses arc- also shown. See Figure 6. Position
and times for maximum and minimum compressive. tensile and shear stresses are determined.
The problem of two slacked repositories is also dealt with. A more del ailed study of the stresses
in and around a. KOS-3 rock repository is found in [2].
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Figure 5. Both figures show a horizontal cross-section of the repository piano. A quarter of the reposi-
tory (0 < x,y < 500) can be seen. Left: Ijcvcl curves of tlie excess temperature field of the rectangular
heat source, Figure 4, after 50 years. 'This temperature field induces the stress field shown in the right
figure. Itiglit: Level curves of the vortical stress rr.z in the repository plane 50 years after deposition.
The stress <rzz varies between —A and 2 MPa.
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Paper VIII. Heat as a tracer in fractured rock
This paper disniKKOs tlu> use of heal as a tracer to investigate How in crack and fracture ])lanes
coupled to diffusion in the surrounding rock. The original problem is (low of water and solutes
in a crack where the solutes diffuse into water contained in the surrounding rock matrix. The
study concerns conveclive-oonduclive processes in a. fracture! plane and the surrounding lock.
The flow of water in the fracture plane is radial due to extraction of water via. a borehole. A
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point lical. source is situated 5 in from the borehole in the fracture plane.
Two analytical solutions for the; case of linear flow are presented. The two solutions describe

the same process bill, in two and three dimensions. A numerical solution to the time-dependent
three-dimensional problem with a radial How is also presented.

One objective of this study is to compare the three-dimensional, numerical solution with the
two-dimensional analytical solution. This comparison shows that 1 he two-dimensional, analytical
solution cannot be used to describe the three-dimensional process in the fracture plane and
surrounding rock.

Papers IX and X. Modelling and validation of two aquifer thermal energy
stores

The two papers present the Iheniioliydraulic evaluation of two aquifer thermal energy storage
(ATfCS) projects in Southern Sweden. The evaluations are presented in Paper IX and the models
in Paper X. The experiences of six years of modelling and validation are condensed into these
two papers. Results have been presented in other papers not included in this thesis. See [3], [••)],
[5], and especially [6].

The two plants in Southern Sweden lie geographically close to each other but the geology
is quite different. Tn Malino, a fractured limestone aquifer at a. depth of 5-75 meters is used as
a. source for heating and cooling. Then- are six wells on the warm side and eight wells on the
cold side (See Figure 7, left). The shortest, distance between the warm and the cold wells is 95
meters. An ATRS system with similar operating conditions has been used by the local power
company in Lonima. for district, heating since April 1991. A homogeneous sand aquifer is located
at a depth of 40 to 65 meters. There an; five wells on both the warm side and (he cold side
(See Figure 7, right, cold wells: •I01-'105, warm wells: •111--115). The shortest, distance between
the warm and the cold wells is 217 meters. The aquifer is thermally recharged with about 5000
MWh (1992) in the summer using warm water from a nearby river as a heat source. Both plants
have been extensively monitored and measurement, data, for several annual cycles are available.
The measurements consist of pumping rates, pressure levels and ground water temperatures.

The plants have been successfully simulated using llieritiohydraiilic models based on the
confonnal flow technique (See Paper XI). Three models are used: A mnltiwell thermal front
tracking model (CONFLOW, see Paper XI) and two three-dimensional tlicrmohydraulic models
for one (AST) and two (TWOW) wells, respectively. The models have been developed by the
Lund Group for Ground Float.

The thermal front, tracking model (Paper XI) concerns the. groundwater (low and the motion
of thermal fronts for any set of wells and any regional flow. The flow Held, with streamlines
and stagnation points, is presented graphically on the screen. Set? Figure 7. The motion of the
thermal fronts is determined by particle tracking. This fast, easy-to-use, interactive model has
proven to be very convenient, versatile, and useful evaluation and design tool.

The complete three-dimensional thermal process is solved by the second set of PC models
(one and two well models). The grouudwater flow is again given by explicit, analytical formulas,
while the thermal process is solved numerically. The coupled groitndwaler and heal, flow pro-
cess in the aquifer is dealt, with using an entropy conservation technique that, avoids numerical
dispersion. The extraction temperatures from a well and (.lie temperature field in the ground
are calculated. See Figure 8. The focus of these- models is on the heat transport, in order to get
an accurate estimate of (.he heal, balance?.
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Figure 7. 'lliiM-inal froMi tracking siiiiulalion froni Malino (leif) and Loinina (right). 'I 'IK' flgiJi'(^ sliovv
a horizontal crows-section of th(! aquifer layer. Left: (Malnio) 'I'IK; posit.ions of thermal fronts after one
year. Right: (Lomnia) I he positions of thermal fronts after three Winters. 'I jiree sets of cold fronts can
l>e seen. Streamlines and stagnation points arc also shown.
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Fi^ur*-: 8. Single well sinmlal ion (AST) of the extracted groundwater teinpcrat tire in Malino (left) and
LOIIII na. (right.). A cold well has been simulated in IJOMI eases. I lie simulated lenipcral lire is compared
to llic measured I.emperal lire. The extraction Icmpera! ure is only calculated during cxl rael ion periods
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The? mocio.l.s iivc catx^'ully doctniKMiltxl a n d a.va.ilable (or W. I'lKnr have1 boon va l ida t ed aga.insl

a.nalyt.i<a.l soSulioiis . a lew fiekl (-xpiM'itncMilM and A T R S ]) lants in opera l . ion . T l i e m o d e l s can be

used t o evalua.l.e t h e p l a n t s a.s well a.s 1o ttia.ke ]>r(!(licl.ioiiK about , t h e fill lire r u n n i n g of t lie pla.nls .

P r o b l o i n s in t h e aqu i fe r itiighl. \u: foreseen and t in t s a.voided. 'I'lio r e s u l t s of t h e s i m u l a t i o n s can

be used lor decis ion-nuLking. T h e m o d e l s a.re a lso used in t h e d e s i g n i n g s t a g e s ol new A I TOS

s y s t e m s .

Paper XI. Thermal front tracking model using conformal flow technique

The eonf'oniial How technique is presented in Paper XI together wit h the thermal front, t racking

model. T h e t hermohydraulie analysis of aquifers requires a. calculation, or at least a. reasonable
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knowledge, of the groundwater flow and the temperatures in the aquifer ami the surrounding
ground. The groinidwaler How is often quite complex. In general, it. must be computed nu-
merically for an aquifer will) its more or less complicated inhomogeneilies. There are, however,
many important applications that can be analysed assuming that the grouudwaler How pattern
is given by an analytical solution or a so-called confonnal transformation (see [7]), which is
obtained from the positions of the wells, the pumping rales, and the regional How.

The basic assumptions are that the ground water flow is two-dimensional without, a vertical
component and that the hydraulic properties of the aquifer are homogeneous in the horizontal
plane of the How. The groundwat.er flow is also presumed to follow Darcy's Law, and compress-
ibility effects and the effect of density and viscosity variations are neglected. The most general
ca.se thai ca.n be t,rea.t<Kl with use of this conformai flow technique is a.n aquifer with a.n arbitrary
number of parallel, horizontally homogeneous aquifer strata..

The thermal front tracking model concerns the gronndwater (low and in particular the
motion of the thermal fronts in an aquifer layer. The model is implemented as an interactive
PC programme. The How pattern (streamlines) along with the thermal fronts are displayed
graphically on the screen. See Figure 7. The programme is fast and very versatile, and it has
proven to be a. very handy tool.

Thoconfonnal How technique is used in the three-dimensional couveclive-conduct.ive models
presented in Papers IX and X.
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